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The need for better precision medicine
Matching the right drug with the right patient is a challenging task in cancer treatment. Clinical decisionmaking is currently supported by precision medicine approaches that are based on molecular profiling or
the identification of few actionable genomic lesions. However, this approach is limited by the incomplete
understanding of the relationship between the genotype and cancer biology, including the role of the
tumor microenvironment, the continuous change of the disease from a biological perspective and the
complex mechanisms of the immune-tumor interaction. As a result, current precision medicine still
provide benefits on a minority of patients. Apart from a few mutations that are effectively targeted by
specific drugs, for most of the patients this approach is not helpful. In the advanced cancer setting, less
than 15% of the patients benefit from genomic-driven treatment selection. Attempts to use genomics as
a tool to drive treatment selection failed to provide the expected and hoped results also in large studies,
like the SHIVA and BEAT-AML trials, where only subgroups of patients reported known mutations and,
even for these patients, a clear benefit could not be demonstrated.
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An emerging trend has been explored in the last few
years by several groups, consisting in the analysis of
live tumor cells extracted from patients and exposed
to candidate drugs in-vitro. This approach, called
functional profiling, has shown a high predictive power
in several published works, making it a potentially valid
technique to generate a new wave of functional
precision medicine tests which could effectively
identify effective and personalized treatments,
independently from the genetic makeup of the
patients. Functional precision medicine, however, still
has limited clinical validation, as it is carried out as a
laboratory test with lack of standardization.

Why ONCOSMART?
The ONCOSMART project was conceived to develop the first
In-Vitro Diagnostic (IVD) platform being able to automate
and standardize functional profiling tests carried out on
patient’s own tumor cells, with the goal to integrate the
entire process carried out in a specialized lab and achieve a
high predictive power with a fully-automated solution. The
aim of the system was to support a wide range of therapy
types and become also a valid tool supporting biopharma
companies in the development of innovative cancer
immunotherapies and cell therapies, by providing a unique
set of data to characterize their function and potency.
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Key project results
The key result of the ONCOSMART project is a novel
analytical system comprising a highly-automated
instrument, consumables and software.
The platform has been first prototyped, then
industrialized to guarantee the manufacturing level
which will be demanded in an initial commercial
phase. To this aim, the instrument has been designed
and manufactured in a first unit in collaboration with
a specialized contract manufacturing organization,
while a supply chain for the production of the
consumables has been established to guarantee
volume production.

Innovation at a glance
1

First IVD system for functional
precision medicine
based on ex-vivo analysis of tumor cell
response to therapies

2

Ease of use
achieved through a unique combination
of robotic, microfluidic and machine
learning technologies

3

Analytically and clinically validated,
thus representing a first reference
platform for ex-vivo functional tests
Use of cryopreserved samples was
made possible by optimized freezing
and thawing protocols and enables:

Multiple assays have been developed demonstrating
the support to a wide range of therapeutics.
Collaborations with biopharma companies and
research institutes were established to ensure a
validation of the approach and BETA testing of
system prototypes.
Analytical and clinical validation studies were
completed in the acute myeloid leukemia (AML)
setting by testing standard-of-care drugs on more
than 100 clinical samples and correlating the in-vitro
response with the clinical outcome.

• deferred testing, until appropriate
patient information are collected

4

• remote testing, if needed by clinical
workflows

5

Novel analytical tool for cell therapy
and immunotherapy characterization
has been developed to support
discovery, process optimization and
release testing in cell therapy

Workflow
The ONCOSMART solution was designed to conform to the requirements of existing clinical diagnostics
workflows by a) using samples of type and volumes already acquired in the existing practice, e.g. 2 mL
bone marrow aspirates in AML, b) ensuring that all the information needed to run the test can be timely
collected, and c) allowing to decentralize test at local lab or remote lab, depending on the specific need.
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The MARK I instrument: a lab-in-a-box
for autonomous ex-vivo analysis
The Mark I system is a turnkey solution made to run either in R&D labs or in diagnostic labs which
automates the ex-vivo analysis of the patient’s own tumor response to multiple therapies, from sample
preparation to stimulation with drugs, imaging and data analysis. First units installed at partner clinics
were followed by the Mark I release featuring an IVD-grade design and a parallelism of 8 tests.
ENVIRONMENT CONTROL
SYSTEM

•

37°C temperature, 5%
CO2, >90% relative
humidity maintained
during the test

•

Up to 8 microfluidic
devices or multi-well
plates incubated

•

Automated water refill
system for prolonged
operations (2l tank)

ROBOTIC SYSTEM

IMAGING SYSTEM
•

Brightfield illumination
and multi-colour
fluorescence imaging

•

Up to 8 filter cubes
excited with high-power
independent LEDs
(365-635nm range)

•

Cooled high sensitivity
16bit sCMOS
monochrome camera

•

Up to 6 motorized
lenses

•

Robotic gripper

•

Up to 32 slots for
standard plates or
CellPly microfluidic
devices

•

High-precision fluidhandling system with a
capacity of 960 tips and
integrated waste system

•

Tube decapper

•

Multi-standard
barcoding system for
operation tracking and
quality control

COMPUTING UNITS
•

System Controller with
industrial-level hardware

•

Image and Data
Processing Unit for highcontent data processing

•

Safety & Sensor Unit
monitoring the execution
of the tasks

WORKFLOW
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Open MicroWell microfluidic technology
The proprietary microfluidic system developed within ONCOSMART allows generating some 20,000
microtumors in a single device. Each microtumor is a co-culture comprising multiple cell types, including
tumor and immune cells in microwells having a volume of 0.5 nanoliters. Each microwell acts as a sort of
micro-laboratory where cells are delivered, processed and analyzed with a high degree of automation.

•

16 microchannels allowing to test different
treatment conditions

•

1,200 microtumors per microchannel/condition

•

Up to 128 conditions per run (8 devices per
instrument)

• Function of single immune and tumor cells
measured within 20,000 microtumors
• Unique technology for cell processing and
AI-assisted analysis protected by 7 patents

Each of the 16 microchannels is used to transport cells and reagents.
Cells are initially loaded in the microwells, in a single step or multiple
steps, e.g. if co-cultures need to be created by combining immune
and tumor cells from different sources.
The special microfluidic design enables a rapid liquid exchange
(RLE) in the microwells without displacing the cells. An endless
number of assays can be run on the same cells by sequentially
loading the proper reagents.
RLE also simplifies the use of the system as cells can be automatically
stained with fluorescent markers without any manual operation.
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Ready-to-use reagents
Pre-filled reagent kits provide ease of use. End
user just needs to load the sample and the kit
indicated by the software

Robotic system
Automating all the critical sample preparation
and analytical steps, ensuring repeatability
from sample to sample or lab to lab

Machine learning and AI
Allowing robust image analysis, removing
operator-dependent biases and simplifying
analytical workflow

Analytical software
interface
Providing clear read out and understanding of
most effective drug on a patient-by-patient
basis
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Multiple measurements on each individual cell
The technology developed in ONCOSMART was exploited to generate a series of biological assays to
measure important properties on both tumor and immune cells. In our experimental work, we were able to
uniquely combine these assays and link multiple properties measured on each individual cell. During the
project, biopharmaceutical companies partnered with Cellply to obtain data helping them to understand the
mode of action of their new cell therapies and accelerate the drug discovery timeline.
IMMUNOPHENOTYPE

tumor
cell
This fundamental
measurement is used to
detect surface markers of
individual cells which
eventually allows
classification of each cells
as a tumor cell, immune
cell or other.

immune
cell

immune cell

KILLING ASSAY

This measurement is used
to count how many cells
are killed by the treatment.
Killing can be due to a
molecular drug added in
the microwells or by
another immune cell which
can then be recognized as
an active cell.

killed tumor

SERIAL KILLING ASSAY

A subset of special “super killer”
immune cells are capable of
killing multiple tumor cells. This
assay allows to precisely count
how many targets a single
immune cell kills. Immunologic
signatures are then defined by
counting immune cells that are
inactive, killers or super-killers.

CYTOKINE SECRETION

immune
cell

killed
tumor

Cytokines are proteins secreted
by immune and tumor cells that
modulate communication
among cells and be associated
with the immune response
against cancer. Up to 4
cytokines can be measured to
immune capturing further characterize cells
cell
microbead showing a specific killing profile.

Compatible with a wide range of treatment types
Methods and biological assays developed within the project demonstrated that the platform can be applied
to the characterization of a wide range of therapy types. These therapies range from chemotherapies and
targeted therapies, which are drugs commonly acting directly against tumor cells by inducing their death, to
immunotherapies, namely monoclonal antibodies and cell therapies, whose complex mode of action is based
on an engagement of immune cells to make them recognize and kill the tumor.
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Chemotherapy

Targeted therapy
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The AML clinical studies
Carried out within ONCOSMART, the platform was primarily validated on Acute Myeloid Leukemia (AML) and
involved leading cancer centers as the Charité hospital in Berlin, Germany and the Sant’Orsola hospital in
Bologna, Italy where the platform has been installed. Additional samples were provided by the IRST Institute
(Meldola, FC, Italy) and the hospital of Ravenna, Italy. The studies were fist carried out on a prototype of the
instrument, then on the industrialized Mark I. Input samples were obtained from bone marrow biopsies,
following ethics requirements. We evaluated analytical and clinical performance in predicting patient’s
response to chemo and targeted therapies approved for AML. ONCOSMART test resulted in a predictive
power in line with data reported in literature on lab-based functional precision medicine tests, this achieving
the goal to demonstrate, for the first time, that functional tests can be run in a fully-automated IVD platform.
24h

Patient
sample

AML patient

ONCOSMART
analysis

ONCOSMART
test report

ONCOSMART
performance
evaluation

1-6 months

Standard of care
therapy chosen

Patient undergoing
treatment

Patient’s response
evaluation

123 patients enrolled across multiple studies with samples collected from 4 sites

AGE
Under 60

20%
29%

GENDER

60-70

51%

Over 70

DISEASE STAGE

76%
new diagnoses

56%

44%

THERAPIES TESTED

24%
relapse / refractory

3+7
FLAI / FLA
Decitabine
3+7+Midostaurin
5-azacitidine
Other*

43%
22%
11%
11%
9%
5%

*cytarabine or MEC or venetoclax
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Impact
A key milestone in the path to
personalized cancer care
Personalised medicine is the future of cancer care. Horizon
2020 Advisory Group has defined it as "a medical model using
characterization of individuals’ phenotypes and genotypes for
tailoring the right therapeutic strategy for the right person at
the right time". The promise of precision medicine is to treat
patients with the specific therapies that work best for them,
reducing the money wasted on a trial-and-error approach.
Functional precision medicine is advancing the current
predictive, which almost uniquely rely on genomics, by
introducing tests that are widely applicable in cancer care as
they are independent from the genetic makeup of the patient.
Thanks to the platform resulting from the ONCOSMART
project the emerging functional precision medicine approach,
which so far suffered by a lack of standardization and
fragmented validation, now sees a standardized tool
supporting its introduction in the clinical practice and in the
diagnostic industry.

EU STATS
ON BLOOD CANCERS

190,000

new cases per year

€12 billion

economic burden

7.3 billion

healthcare costs generated

Supporting the development of the
medicines of the future

The challenge with cancer immunotherapy and cell therapy is
to generate treatments that should have homogeneous
effects on a large set of patients, where the therapy is based
on heterogeneous immune cells.
During the project, the ONCOSMART platform has been
specialized to deeply characterize immune cells and helping
biopharma companies in controlling this heterogeneity.

We are very happy to see the results from the feasibility study
and the power of your technology. I must admit that the proof of
serial killing raised a lot of excitement.
Senior Research Manager at partner cell therapy company
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Cell therapies are bringing an unprecedented innovation in
oncology. Since 2006 they consistently grew at an extraordinary
exponential rate. Through ONCOSMART, Cellply will have the chance
to compete on a global scale with other life science companies
developing tools that aim at supporting this revolution. Early
partnerships with global biopharma companies confirmed our
strong competitive edge. Our ambition is to deploy a technological
excellence from Europe to customers with a global presence.
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